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1 Message Thanks 2015/12/18
A very big thanks to all involved in assembling this course!!!
Excellent job! Hope there is more in the future

jerryjbrown

2 Message Thanks 2015/12/17

Dear friends:
it was a pleasure for me to absolve this so important and
sympatic online course, now I can say, the Homunculus is
free with own will to decide if is prepared to walk or to
fly.....

Jakubko

3 Message Thanks 2015/12/17

I said this in the ending survey, but just in case you're not
reading that:
A very enjoyable way of finding out more about the natural
world and remembering some biology and chemistry from a
long time ago. Good to refresh my memory of some
concepts that may come in useful as I change careers.
Enough depth and material to be interesting, but not so
much that the course felt stressful. Thanks!

nicecupoftea

4 Message Thanks 2015/12/16

I'd like to thank all staff providing this great course for us,
in particular, Prof. Harry Atomi.
The course materials was very well-organized and
explained very neatly and clearly. I really enjoyed taking
part in this course.
Although I don't major in biology, but the material really
broadened my view of extent of life. So intriguing!
Thank you for making this course available! :)

AryaEbadi

5 Message Thanks 2015/12/14

A heart-felt thank you for this course. I have enjoyed it
very much and have learned more than I was aware of.
Thank you prof. Atomi for the gentle and clear exposition of
the subject matter, and equally for conveying a genuine
sense of wonder as both the source and product of
science. I was inspired and motivated by your description
of the search for the PPS enzyme. It made me realise again
how lucky I am to be able to do the work I do. Thank you to
the whole team for creating an experience which felt live
and intimate, and not at all the distant learning experience I
imagined it to be (and have indeed experienced in other
courses). The feeling that the course was being given
person to person made it a joy to hop from Africa to Kyoto

zwets

6 Message Thanks 2015/12/14

A great course！Thanks for offering such an interesting
course. But it's a pity that this course only have 4 weeks
lecture.... And look forward to more advanced courses :)
Please imform me if there are advanced courses about
microorganism！

NishikinoMaki 2015/12/15
Yes, I would enjoy taking a
course that took this
information to the next level!

mycophagist

7 Message Thanks 2015/12/14
Thank you so much for organizing this course. Good look
with your research projects!!!

Lisetb92

8 Message Thanks 2015/12/14
Thank you very much for this course, the course was both
fun, interesting and educational.

Nlawrence

9 Message Thanks 2015/12/11 It was a great, interesting course, and I learned a ton! Shushila



10 Message Thanks 2015/12/11

Dr. Atomi, Thanks a lot for the course. You have the great
ability to present very clearly this complex themes. I
enjoyed all your clips.
Thanks from Mexico
Carlos

carbonsu

11 Message Thanks 2015/12/10
Thank you to the Professor and the entire team for this
excellent course!

markmarz 2015/12/10

This was a wonderful course,
I hope you will make more in
the future. Virus or
Synthetic Biology?

Josh_Melnick

12 Message Thanks 2015/12/10

Thank you very much for having given this course! For me
there is much to think over. I had never realized, that there
is such a tremendous diversity of life on our planet. I was
attracted to this course, because nature around me
fascinates me very much. But the last time, that I did
biology was at school in the 60's..... So you can imagine,
that at some point in this course I became dizzy of all
those mentioned extremophiles in all those different
environments with all their specific behaviour. But the
explanation is very clear, so I could stay tuned. Thanks!

Marjati

13 Message Thanks 2015/12/10
Thanks to all the team at Kyoto for the course. Some
interesting material and research - much appreciated. All
the best for future iterations of the course.

GerardDunne 2015/12/10

Seconded! This is my first
online course with edX that
I've done and it's really
interesting.

WinterCloud

14 Message Thanks 2015/12/10
Thanks to all the team at Kyoto for putting the course
together. Some interesting material and research, and much
appreciated. I hope further iterations of the course go well.

GerardDunne


